Avarice1
This writing will dwell into an arena better left to mental experts. A wise learned
person once educated me to the difference between and alcoholic and a pedophile.
Taught, you can take the alcohol away from an alcoholic and the alcoholic could
possibly be a positive person in society. However, you cannot remove the deviant
thoughts from a pedophile’s brain and as a result there would be a great concern
that society would be at risk from such deviant thinking. This writer lacks expertise
to argue as to whether the deviant thought are a result of medical issues or
teachings. But, the writer does understand, that for both the alcoholic and the
pedophile, oversight is required so to protect society. Deviant thoughts of a rapist,
in this author opinion would warrant the Bobbitt Guillotine. So sorry guys, “NO”
means “NO” regardless when “NO” is spoken or implied.
Herein, a habitual gambler betting on number 5 in the 6th race does not know how
to say “NO.” Events in modern time suggest the Power’s have been corrupted by
avarice for power. Shakespeare in the early 1600’s got it correct in Macbeth, as the
story goes; it is based on the events involving King Macbeth of Scotland and the
wishes of his lady. The 1892 Bank Manifesto was made available to the world by
actions of Charles Lindberg therefore it is unknown if Shakespeare had knowledge
of the Bank’s Manifesto or any of its predecessors.
The deviant greed thoughts of the Banks and the Powers require oversight,
whereas, without proper oversight the world will remain in Financial Servitude.
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Difference between an alcoholic, pedophile and a habitual crook, the price of their attorneys.
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Seven_deadly_sins ; The 7 Deadly Sins, also known as the Capital Vices or Cardinal
Sins

